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NATIONAL TIMOR ACTIVISTS CONFERENCE ADELAIDE MARCH 1.2th-13th 1977
RBSQLUfIONS AND ACTION ARISING PROM TEE CONFERENCE
THE "LIT fSKOR SPEAK" TRANSCEIVER APPEAL

1. That the; Collection of signatures of State MPs be the responsibility of the groups
in each ftate and. the collection of Federal MPs' signatures be the responsibility

of the Canberra group

_ ,

.A , ^%

Sydney/Adelaide

2. That all such signatures be sent to Denis Freney in Sydney at the end of'escis week
and tl^t Sydney collate and circulate them to. other Bast Timor groups.
Sydney/Adelaide

3. That the transceiver should be under control of the Darwin CIET in consultation

with other Timor groups.
Sydney/ Adelaide
4. That all State groups supply as quickly aspossible to Sydney CIET lists of a
priority of journalists to have access to the transceiver (with questions if possible)
5. That Sydney CIET be. the centre of the "Let East Timor Speak fund" and that
consideration be given to any money over and above $2000 being directed to a
national Advertisement.
Sydney/Adelaide
aMIach Timor group was asked to organise the taping of messages from Timor
^refugees to be sent via the transceiver. Such messages to be short. All names should
be repeated twice to facilitate transmission.
WAR CRIMES TRIBUNAL / SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE

That all groups consider organising the sending of telegrams to the following •
Liberal Senators urging thesr to support the Senate Select Committee..- on East Timor:

Sen. |.Kilgarlf gT)
Sen. N.Bonner
(Old)
Sen. vtJ
Scbtt (HSW)
c^«
/w^ (
Sen.
Missen (Vic)

'

: Sen. F.Rae (TaS)
>„*•*
S*r
S"S
^
Sen« C.
Davidson
^
g.>HaU
(gA}(SA)

Seil, ThcwiS (W)

rGmmftIeeer a<?t:^on on fer Crinss Tribunal pending result outcome of Senate Select
TRADE ONION ACTION AND AITS/STUDENT INVOLVEMENT

1. Wherever there are East Timor supporters on campuses that they De requested to form
where possible East Timor Solidarity groups to actively promote the Campaign,

^fcaat AUS Regional Organisers be approached to carry this out.
2. &letter i? being prepared by Melbourne AETA to send to trade unions seefcing support
for the transceiver, support for recognition for the DRETS banning of .
military and strategic aid to Indonesia and support of free access to and from Aust.
by BRET representatives.

Each grounia to send these letters to their local trade union offices and tto be
signea ans then returned to AETA Melbourne.

These letters will be distributed before the ACTU Congress.
LOBBYING TEE ?ERTK ALP CONFERENCE

That the following: draft resolution be suggested to ALP branches for the submission^
to ALP State Conferences, to be submitted to the Perth Federal Conference for adoption:
"Labor calls for the immediate withdrawal of all Indonesian troops

from East Timor9add

for the East Timorese people to be given the right to self-determination free from
outside interference.Pending such withdrawals Labor calls for the cessation of the
provision

of defence aid to Indonesia by the Australian Government.
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2... resolutions

"Labor acknowledges the establishment of the Democratic Republic of East
Timor which took place in East Timor on November 289 1975, and an Australian
Labor Government will accord full diplomatic recognition to the government
of that country."

A position paper is to be prepared, particularly referring to the; need to
recognise the DRET, for circulation to all Federal Conference delegates;
NEXT MOBILISATION:

That all Timor groups further consider the possibility of a national mobilis
ation . Further consultation take place on this question.

all groups be asked to prepare for demonstrations if the public radio
transceiver is seized.

That a national demonstration be organised if Suharto visits Australia.
SUPPORT FOR DRET INFORMATION OFFICE MELBOURNE

Q

Noting that the office is in a serious financial crisis, all State groups

to provide lists of MPs (State)9 unions etc who can be called upon to provide
financial support to the DRET Information Office. .

All Timor groups be responsible for sending the letter (prepared in
Melbourne) appealing for funds for the DRET Information Office , to unions,
churches,aid groups etc. This appeal to be considered in conjunction with the

campaign for the granting of permanent residence to Chris Santos and family,
which is due for review by the Immigration Department on April 30 next.
EAST TIMOR NEWS

That all East Timor groups support East Timor News by ;
1) seeking subscriptions

2) including

East Timor News in mailings to members

3) sending sample copies to trade unions, academics (through university
internal mails) and others

'

4) selling East Timor News through bookshops and at public meetings
5) ordering a regular number of East Timor News for such purposes
6) making certain that East Timor News reaches all local media

7) regularly sending press cuttings and other hews itsms to Sydney ETNA
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND DISPLAYS

Sydney CIET to take responsibility for a photo exhibition on East Timor •%•
Melbourne AETA to take responsibility for a slide show, both to be circulated
nationally.

That Timor groups which have radio program* be prepared to send copies to alter
nate raios in other States ) ( eg. 2xxs3cr, 4ZZZ,
wanting copies of

5W% -6NR, 6UWA) Timor groups

3CR programs to provide reel tapes .

EAST TIMOR FILM '

East Timor Xsle of Fear Xsle of EoPe "~ siK copies in or around Australia:
1) AETA (Melb) 2) AETA(Sydney) 3) Filmmakers Coop,St Peters Lane,Darlinghurst
Sydney 4) FOET (Perth) 5) CIET (Sydney) ~ now in Darwin, to go to NZ
6) CIET (Syd) ™

in New Hebrides , to go to PNG and Fiji
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3... resolutions
NATIONAL COORDINATION

That all groups regularly circulate their newsletter to other groups and that
changes qf address be notified immediately to all groups.
The National Conference welcomes the decision of AETA(Q) to appoint a fulltime
organiser and congratulates AETA(Q) for this initiative. Conference requests
AETA(Q) for more details on how such an organiser is proposed to act in terms

of national coordination. A letter to this effect tb be sent by OlET(SA) to
AETA(Q) and replies circulated nationally.
VISAS FOR FRETILIN LEADERS TO ENTER AUSTRALIA

A de .cision was taken to organise an invitatibn to a Fretilin leader to enter

Australia from
of a visia

. A campaign will be organised nationally in support

once the invitation is issued.

TRADE UNION

CONFERENCE SYDNEY SEPTEMBER

Sydney CJET to take responsibility for intensive lobbying of ACTU Congtess in
Sydney in September. Resolution for signature by unionists on ACTU policy

proposal^ approved.

NEXT MEETING
It is tentatively proposed that the next National East Timor Activists
Conference be held in MELBOURNE on July 23*24 *

East Timor activists were present from Perth, Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney
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EAST TIMOR NEWS AGENCY, *fth floor, 232 Castlereagh St.,Sydney NSW 2000 March 2$
Press

release

DETAILS OF INDONESIAN ATROCITIES FROM ESCAPEES FROM CONCENTRATION CAMPS

The following communique was received on the public radio receiver in Darwin

on March 23 and 2k t
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR —FRETILIN
MINISTRY OF INFORMATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY

(To 12 addresses including Secretary-General of UN, President Samora Machel,President
Neto, Mr Jim Dunn, AETA and CIET and press agencies).

1) Fighting in East Timor is continuing very intense and the enemy is carrying
out a violent wave of revenge on the defenceless captured population because of
the heavy losses of the enemy all over the country.
For these reasons and mainly because they have got aware of their condition as
slaves and the"Javanese colonialism, over 1500 captured population have fled

away in the last week from the Indonesian concentration camps ,seeking protection
in Fretilin-controlled areas. All of them were dying from starvation and due to

Jie brutal treatment still showing
inly caused

from burning

recent signals (signs?) of tortures

along their bodies.

Those ones, particularly escaped from Dili, including a good number of ex-UDT
and APODETI supporters, were eye-witnesses to the most terrific atrocities carried
out by the Indonesian troops on the civilian population in Dili.
only

2) — They have confirmed that the Indonesian troops have murdered / - in the
first and second day of the invasion about 2000 of the civilian population without
discrimination of colour, age,sex and ideology ,including one Australian citizen,
the unforgotten murdered Roger East, Australian journalist.

They still confirmed the fight (?) major atrocities were carried out by the
Indonesian troops.
Here are the places and names of the deatfesthat they

could

identify :

a) — in front of the ex-military police (building) , on December 7 and 8,1975*
Indonesian jfroops have executed 300 people including children, ex-UDT and exODETI supporters.

Fortunately, JOAO BRITO. has escaped from that mass assassination because he
was protected by the other dead bodies and at night fled away from Dili to the
mountains. This is the best eye-witness,

b) — The place where the next execution took place on 7-8 December 75 was
Colmere shopping centre, Vila Verde. Here are some identifications of the civilian
population executed by the Indonesian troops, ^;: being the majority Chinese, which
have been produced by eye-witnesses now in Fretilin-controlled areas :
1) JONG KWEN I (2) LAY CHUN TO (3) LAY PIN LENG W

A SIO (5) LEONG Y FOA

(6) VONG SEN FA (?) JONG JUNG JUNG and his wife, MRS LAY' (8) LI" NONG KI (9) LI CHAP
PIN and his wife, Mrs. SAU JONG (10) LI CHAP KAM (11) A CAU (12) LAY '.' MI FONG
and his son, KIAN PAU (13) JONG SAI SANG (1*0 LAY ZIM FAN (15) LAY ZU PO (16) LAY
SU HIANG (17) CHUNG SEU SING (18) LAY TIN HING (19) LAY ZOK IN (20) CHANG MEU TAC

(21) LAY LEN KIONG and his son, (22) LAY CHOM LAIN (23) PUC KEM ZAON (2*f) LI CHIC
CHANG (25) LI NHEU KI (26) ZEM A FACO (27) CHAM I DIM (28) LAY KOET NHI .He was
driver. (29) LIEN (?)I PENG
(30) LAY File
TO LEONG
(3D JANUARIO
.He was Cabo Verde citizen
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(32) ABEL. He was nothing —

innocent.He was murdered together with another

three comrades. (33) LAI ZIU MIN. He was driver and also been killed his son.

c) —

Another place where major execution took place was in Dili harbour wgere

according to the eye-witnesses over 50 civilians have been murdered by the Indonr
esian troops

from 7th. to 9th December 1975»

Here are the names of these ones could be identified as such :

1)
2)
3)
4)

Rosa Bonaparte, member of Fretilin Central Committe'e J
Isabel Lobato, Prime Minister N Lobato!s wife ;
Borja da Costa, member of the Fretilin Central Committee ;
Bernadino Bonaparte, member of Fretilin Central Committee.

Among the dead there were also 28 other Timorese where identification was difficui
to obtain.

d) — Another place of major execution was in front of the ex-County Council
on 8/12/75 where have been murdered over 200 people, amongst Timorese,Chinese
and one Australian journalist, unforgotten. brother
was

Roger East whose body

cremated.

3) — According to the reports of the eye witnesses from several parts of Dili,
about 1800 civilian population have been murdered by Indonesian troops in the
outskirts of the capital, during the first week of the Indonesian invasion.

k) -- the Indonesian shooting mumber 4-03 have executed 8/6/76 the following
population mainly Chinese.

a) B0N0NAR0 : 1) VOM TIM NHAM (2) I SIN FU (3) I SIN SON (k) SAM I TAC
I MAUBARA : (1) JAP SUN SU (2) JAP NHI SU (3) JON I KON (4) NHEU SEU JU
(5) NHEU SIP SIM (6) NHEU LI HEAM (7) NHEU PI HEAM (8) TJIA KOET LEON (9) LAU F..01'
FA (10) LAY SUN SON (11) LAY IT PIN (12) SUM WEU JUN (13-) JOM A FUC (1*0 NHEU SEU
VET (15) ABEL NHEU (16) LAY KIUM LIM (17) LAY SE LIU (18) LAY A KEU.He was 15

years old. (19) LOM KIM SIUM (20) RIOLO LAY. He was 21 years old.( 21) JOM TE PO
He was 15 years old. Besides these murdered 25 more Timorese have also been
executed together.

5)— All these figures only represent a small portion of atrocities being carried
out by the Indonesian troops over the population of East Timor.However along the
Indonesian criminal actions,this Department of Information and National Security
have continuously being announced to the outside world.

6) — Once again we denounce to the world that the vandal Indonesian troops are
using for their military aggression over the people of East Timor the following

war material:

a) — Helicopters —UH-l/l ton -USA ; CH-^7/ 3.5 ton -USA

b)- Landing craft —Hercules/ C-.30 -US,: ; Bronco OV-10 -USA ; (c)- tanks and
armoured cars of US brand US army ;(d) -Trucks GMC -USA.
.
7) - Over 15 months of Indonesian criminal war aggression have gone and although
the human suffering in East Timor is due to the superiority of the enemy armaments
the heroic people of East Timor under the glorious Central. Committee leadership.,

are victoriously advancing to the victory because the certainty of the victory
is the power of our unity.

Independence or death. Victory is certain. Armed struggle continues.

Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister of Information and National Security. 24/3/77
(Note: additions! in brackets agged by

ETNA. The message was sent in two parte

on March 23 and 24, and corrections made again on March 27).
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EAST TIMOR NEWS AGENCY, 4th. floor, 232 Castlereagh St/.?*dney March 28
Press release

PRESIDENT

XAVIER DO AMARAL SENDS

MESSAGE TO AUSTRALIANS ..

NEW DETAILS ON MURDER OF ROGER EAST

The following message was received on the Darwin Public Radio Receiver, operat
ed by the Campaign for Independent East Timor, March 23 :

P

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR
FRETILIN

PRESIDENCY OF THE REPUBLIC

Message, to comrades of the Campaign for Independent East Timor
across Australia and brother Australian people in general.

^

On behalf of the Fretilin Central Committee, Government ,people of East
Timor and myself, Ipresent revolutionary greetings and wishes of a long life.
The people of East Timor are following step by step the great action you
are carrying out on behalf of their just struggle which is indeed one of the

most valuable contributions for the people of East Timor to continue their
just struggle against the vandal Indonesian invaders with more fervour and
determination.

I am very pleased to express to comrades of the CIET across Australia and

brother Australian people in general, our highest appreciation and deepest
sympathy and will ask to appeal to you to continue doing your utmost and
(unable to hear word) of the people of East Timor in Australia and around

the world, in othet terms peace, freedom and progress can be achieved in

East Timor as soon as possible.

Long life to internationalist militancy
Independence or death
The victory is certain

The struggle is continuing

0

Highest regards,23/3/77
F XAVIER DO AMARAL

President ,Fretilin Central Committee and President DRET

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR — FRETILIN
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY

Message to CIET and brother Australian people

Roger East - the sixth Australian journalist murdered by Indonesian troops
in East Timor. Murder will out. On the d^y before the Indonesian fullscale
armed invasion over the capital Dili,I myself met brother Roger East on the

street I spoke to him. He was calm and apparently happy.

nl^n-f^K0^118 day' V}2I1\ the Indonesians .have launched the criminal aggressioBombardments, mortar shelling, machine gunning and shooting were terribly intense

over Dili by sea, ground and air dropping unfortunate* Indonesian paratroopers "
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About 10am, in the Fretilin army headquarters, I have asked for the
unforgotten comrade Commandment Carmo to find out brother Roger East.
However, comrade Carmo was murdered by the Indonesian soldiers on his way
to downtown, close to Dili cemetry.

As was already reported,now more eye-witnesses escaped from Dili,concerned
that brother Roger East was brutally shot dead by one Indonesian soldier on
8/12/75 at 9am in the capital Dili, just in front of the ex-County Council.
Roger East was found by the Indonesians on the streets and being ordered
to "hands up" immediately had obeyed. However, despite of that one Indonesian
soldier has opened fire on him lying down brother Roger East in a bloodshed.His
body was launched on the shore and later on incinerated by the Indonesians
in order to silence the crime.

To the brother Australian people in general, and particularly to the families
of the six Australian journalists murdered by the vandal Indonesian troops
in East Timor, we express our deepest condolences and reaffirm that their
names will also be remembered as heroes by the people of East Timor from1
generation to generation.

Indonesian troops/arI0siilfSbeing carried out over the people of East
Timor which have included the murder of the six Australian citizens have only
strengthened the solidarity between the two peoples.

Against the Indonesian reactionary violence, the peopleof East Timor are
heroically opposing with the revolutionary violence just to defend their
just freedom , sovereignty and territorial integrity.
Independence or death
The victory is certain
The struggle is continuing

,
!

A Jorge Fernandes, 26/3/77

Secretary of Information and National Security of Fretilin Central Committee

DRET - FRETILIN

DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION AND NATIONAL

SECURITY

East Timor will never be an Indonesian colony. Fighting is continuing.

In LOILUBU, Baucau area,on March 22, Fretilin forces have killed six Indones
ian soldiers and wounded a lot. The others have fled away highly demoralised.

In QUELICAI area, on March 20, Fretilin forces acting on the ememy have
eliminated six Indonesian soldiers and seriously wounded three as the last

captured one automatic rifle. Fretilin suffered one slight wounded. In
VENILALE, on March 17, the enemy has advanced over one Fretilin position.
Fierce fighting went on. Fretilin forces have withdrawn the enemy killing
21 Indonesian soldiers and wounded a great number.Fretilin didn't suffer any
casualties.Indonesian warships are continuously patrolling and bombarding
areas of the south coast and the large(?) planes and helicopters.In repriaal,
of the losses the enemy is increasing revenge on the captured population
by torturing,massacring and raping.

Independence of death. Armed struggle is continuing. The victory is certain.
Highest regards, Alarico Jorge Fernandes, 27/3/77
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LET EAST TIMOR SPEAK FOND

fourth floor,

232 Castlereagh St., Sydney
March 30

TO ALL CIET AND AETA

GROUPS —

URGENT

Dear friends,

Une drive for #1*000 to establish the public radio transceiver in Darwin
next month is not going forward with sufficient drive. If we are to

get the $1500 necessary simply to begin operations, we will need more
attention paid to fund-raising that has occurred, with a few exceptions.

So far ,to today's date, the following sums have been received from the
different centres:

Sydney :$150.80 ;Launceston: $15 5Newcastle: $*K) ;Darwin : $120.10 ;

ACT : $3*f ; South Australia : $50 ; Hobart : $72 f giving a total of ^81.90.

In Sydney we also have been snowed under with other questions, as no doubt
has been the case with other States and cities. But we intend to make

fund-raising and signature collection a priority in the coming weeks, and
hope you will also do the same.

PLEASE TRY TO GET THE MAXIMUM TOGETHER IN THE COMING TWO WEEKS : by April
1*f we want to get things rolling.

We have also promises of support from Holland and West Germany, but this
should not make us lax in raising what we can here, and at least getting
the first $1500 together from Australian resources.

Second, with the exception of South Australia we have not received any ^

suggestions for journalists ,TV teams etc who may wish to use the publxc

radio transceiver to interview Alarico Fernandes,East Timor Red Cross etc..

Please also let us know who is interested in your city in this regard.

H

Third, we have not received any messages from East Timorese living interstate

thaT'they want sent to relatives or friends in the liberated areas. Any such
messages, two or three sentences long, printed in Portuguese,Tetum or Englis|i,

should be sent here as quickly as possible.

I think the fact that Darwin can raise $120 because they spent some time on i£,
•despite other pressures, and that Hobart which has just got rollxng again, can
raise $?2 ,shows the potential both for fund raising and gaining support.
Over to you.

Details of proposed operation schedule etc. will be sent soon.
Yours ,

^enis Freney
venceremos !
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